FyreRope Instructions
This is not a toy
The FyreRope is intended for use by professionals, and
like all fire juggling products, they can be dangerous.
FyreRopes should only be used outdoors and under
controlled conditions. Do not attempt to use a lit
FyreRope if you have no previous experience with a
conventional skipping (jumping) rope.
(Warning FyreRopes are NOT toys)

Fuel Type
The preferred fuel is lamp oil, alternatively paraffin/
kerosene may be used. Never use petrol.

Conditioning the FyreRope
Only the thicker centre section of the FyreRope should be soaked in fuel. Light using a long taper
and allow to burn for about one minute, then extinguish the flame with a ‘whipping’ action. Refuel
and repeat the above instructions at least 5-8 times. To aid in this conditioning, hold both FyreRope
handles in one hand, and whilst lit slowly rotate your FyreRope until the fuel is spent. This process
will improve the performance of your FyreRope, which will continue to improve with each use.
Become familiar by skipping with an unlit FyreRope.
Create a clear area in which to perform, 20ft (6 metres) is usually adequate.
Should you experience difficulties, stop skipping immediately and walk away from the lit FyreRope.
If unsure about any aspect of your new FyreRope, contact FyreFli Ltd.

Storage
Ensure the FyreRope is cold and refuelled before storing.
FyreRope-Wick Replacement
Always use a genuine FyreRope. DO NOT attempt to use any other form of rope.
When to fit a replacement FyreRope.
Replace the rope before it appears badly frayed.
Replace the rope if it appears damaged at any point along its length.
Replace the rope if the rope crimps appear loose, cracked or bent.
Replace the rope if it no longer retains sufficient fuel and burns unevenly.
To replace the central part, simply unclip both ends from the attachment rings and refit with a
FyreFli replacement.
Replacements are obtainable by visiting the FyreFli website at www.fyrefli.com or fyrefli.co.uk or
by writing to FyreFli Ltd.

